
PACK TLD - MOSSBERG Patriot 308 Win rifle + 6-24X50 scope + Bipod
+ cleaning cord
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16420-PACK-TLD-MOSSBERG-Patriot-308-Win-rifle-
6-24X50-scope-Bipod-cleaning-cord
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PCKMO3081T

PACK MOSSBERG
PATRIOT 308 W

SYNTH Filetée + LUN.6-
24X50 +BI PIED+CORD

AL193 C .308 Win  6  56  109  2950  1:10  
1131.00 € incl.

tax

A complete long distance shooting pack ideal for the novice shooter
A complete ready-to-use set for long-distance shooting in sports shooting clubs including:

1 - MOSSBERG Patriot bolt-action rifle in caliber 308 Winchester (7.62 x 51 mm)

Flute barrel 56 cm thread M14x100
Detachable 5+1 round magazine
Adjustable trigger from 900 g to 3.17 kg
Black synthetic stock
21mm Weaver-style short headers

2 - RTI 6-24x50 FFP scope with CBR stadia reticle

First focal plane
30mm body
Impact correction per click: 1/4 MoA (7mm at 100m)
Zerotable Tactical Turrets
Adjustable parallax from 10 yards to infinity
Illuminated stadia reticle with MoA graduation for quick and easy shooting corrections

3 - High profile UTG clamps for 21mm rail

Machined from aircraft aluminum
Height of 1.8cm
For milstd 1913 21mm Weaver / Picatinny Rail

4 - Metal bipod for grenadier with pivoting head

Robust and stable bipod

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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Height adjustable from 15 to 22 cm
Pivoting head to adapt to shooting terrain

5 - REAL AVID cleaning cord for .30 caliber

Convenient to carry and store
Ideal for cleaning in the field

6 - AUDERE HMD muzzle brake cal 30 thread M14x100

A TLD rifle pack specially designed for the beginner sports shooter wishing to indulge in long distance
shooting.

With this bolt-action rifle and its equipment, it will be possible to learn the basics and basics of long-weapon
shooting without breaking the bank, with its competitive price.

This rifle / scope / accessories set is particularly supplied. It gathers all the equipment necessary for the
shooter who just has to take out his ammunition and shoot his C50 or C200.

With its stable and adjustable bipod, it will be possible to shoot lying down or sitting in Benchrest mode

The ideal economical solution for the novice.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


